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ABSTRACT

O7 is a new implementation of the OpenMusic computer-aided composition environment. This paper gives a general presentation of its visual programming framework, musical structures, and in-built graphical editors. It also describes embedded features for the interactive and dynamic execution of musical processes, and for digital signal processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer-aided composition software provide composers with computer tools and formalisms for the generation or transformation of musical material [1]. After several generations of software, current computer-aided composition frameworks like OpenMusic [2] have taken the form of versatile domain-specific programming languages combining expressive and computational power with the possibility to interactively visualise and edit musical information through symbolic representations.

Released in the late 90s and successor of the Patchwork visual programming environment [3], OpenMusic (OM) is today a widespread and common element of the contemporary music composers’ toolbox. OM can be considered a graphical front-end of the Common Lisp programming language [4], extended with musical functionalities and data structures. Initially dedicated to the processing of symbolic musical material (musical scores), it is now operating in a broad range of areas such as sound processing and synthesis, spatial audio, mathematical music theory, and others.

A fairly developed and active user community lives within user groups and institutional contexts worldwide.

This relative success and maturity shall not prevent from looking forward: in this paper, we present a new implementation of the environment, introducing significant evolutions of the computer-aided composition framework and concepts. O7 is the main deliverable of a research project focused on the idea of interactivity in compositional processes and the development of innovative tools for the timed control of music and signal processing [7]. The resulting software constitutes an original blend of traditional and more prospective computer-aided composition features.

This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we first go through general characteristics of the visual programming environment. Section 3 then focuses on new embedded data structures for computer-aided composition. In Section 4 we describe advanced interactive features related to the execution and rendering mechanisms of the software. Finally, Section 5 is dedicated to digital signal processing.

2. ENVIRONMENT AND VISUAL PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK

An ambition at the beginning of this project was to simplify and modernize the OM visual programming environment, in order to facilitate its access for new users and to improve the general user experience of more experimented ones.

Formally, visual programs (also called patches) mostly follow the existing OpenMusic specification [4] — for this reason we call this work a new implementation of the visual language. They are shaped as standard directed acyclic graphs made of functional boxes and object constructors connected by “patch cords” [5] (see Figure 1).
An objective for the new interface was to provide centralized and homogenized access to the information about the visual program components. All the objects of the visual language share a basic system of mutable “properties”. Thanks to a dynamic interface-building mechanism based on the declared type, defaults, documentation etc., of such properties, selected attributes of any class can be visualized and modified in an inspector window (as in Figure 1), in dedicated editors (see for instance in Figure 2), or presented as general system preferences (in this case the default value for the attribute is displayed and edited).

**Editor windows.** Editors are usually attached to musical structures manipulated in OM visual programs. They are constructed using flexible and embeddable graphical layouts, in such a way that compound editors can be easily assembled for objects containing other kinds of object’s editors as sub-components. Some examples will be given and displayed in the following sections.

**File system and persistence.** The existing file system and persistence mechanisms in OM are based on the concept of workspace. These were mostly discarded and replaced by standalone documents, so that users can easily step in the environment just by opening and reading/executing documents and programs.

Documents are therefore handled by a centralized system keeping track of used files and resources, cross-dependencies (programs used in other programs), as well as package or external library dependencies. We use a markup language-style format to store the documents, written as structured embedded lists in text files, which makes the resources and visual programs both machine- and human-readable.

### 3. MUSICAL STRUCTURES

An initial set of data structures has been designed for the environment, by composition of abstract super-classes determining fundamental features and behaviours of the musical objects.

**Timed sequences.** One of the main abstract super-classes, shared by most musical objects, is called TIMED-SEQUENCE [8]. Every object inheriting from this class is reducible to an ordered set of time-stamped events, which can be:

- Visualized and manipulated as such on a timeline-based representation.
- Transformed into a set of timed actions (predefined or programmed by the user) during the execution (rendering/playback) of the musical object.

The first musical objects created in this framework are the standard BPF (break-point function), automations, 2D/3D curves, etc. Figure 2 shows a simple patch instantiating a BPC object (2D curve), attached to a custom action to be performed for each point at executing this curve.

The DATA-STREAM is another kind of TIMED-SEQUENCE, gathering shared features for container objects simply consisting of a sequence of timed data, and offering flexible representation and rendering functionality. We call DATA-FRAME the type of elements in this sequence: a super-class for atomic musical objects such as MIDI-NOTE, OSC-BUNDLE, SDIF-FRAME or other musical data specified at some point of a time-line. The graphical representation

---

**Figure 2.** Instantiation and visualization/editing of a BPC (break-point curve). An action (my-action, a lambda-function defined by a visual program) is set to be applied to each point at reading the curve. The BPC editor includes the auto-generated properties pane at the right, and the time-line representation inherited from TIMED-SEQUENCE at the bottom.

**Figure 3.** Two kinds of DATA-STREAMS: (a) MIDI piano-roll and (b) custom representation of a stream of OSC-bundles. In (b) the radius of the circles depicts the amount of data contained in the bundles, and their color and vertical position follow other arbitrary rules. The contents of a data chunk can be inspected by hovering the mouse over it in the editor.
and behaviour of the DATA-STREAM contents in the editor can be easily specialised, facilitating the implementation of notes in a PIANO-ROLL, for instance, or of more customized/user-programmed graphics (see Figure 3).

**Compound objects and containers.** The COLLECTION object is proposed as a basic container for arbitrary sets of objects of any given type (generalizing class-specific containers such as BPF-LIB, BPC-LIB, etc. featured in OM).

The compound-layout editor model described above facilitates building editors for such composite structures. Figure 4 shows the COLLECTION editor: a simple browser, whose main graphical component is built and updated automatically according to the type of its contents — in this case, a set of 3DC objects (3D curves).

**Figure 4.** Editor of a COLLECTION containing 3DC objects. The main-window layout embeds a small COLLECTION-specific header (A), and the current contents’ editor at the bottom (B). Here the embedded 3DC editor itself embeds a number of sub-editors as graphical components: the standard properties pane (C), BPC editors for editing top and front views (D, E), and the time-line editor inherited from TIMED-SEQUENCE (F).

**Meta-scores.** A major improvement of this implementation of OpenMusic concerns the maquette interface: a hybrid visual program / sequencer allowing objects and programs to be arranged in time and connected by functional relations — including dependencies to the temporal layout and context, see [2, 9].

In O7 we call this tool a meta-score [10] (see Figure 6) and emphasize a number of features, such as:

- A dual/switchable view including the classic “visual programming” and a track-based, more “sequencer-oriented” display (see Figure 6). The visual programming mode (a) highlights functional relations between objects and processes, while the tracks mode (b) hides them to emphasize the temporal structure and authoring in a closer way to traditional DAW interfaces.
- Dynamic aspects in execution, through a number of features including on-the-fly computation or construction of the elements laid-out in the time structure (see Section 4).
- Representation and access to the time-structure of internal musical objects, in order to apply local or global time-transformations (shift, stretching, compression, etc.) and synchronization [8].

**4. INTERACTIVE PROCESSES**

**Reactivity and interaction.** O7 provides a native and improved support for reactive visual programs, an extension of the execution model of OM proposed in [11]. While OM visual programs are evaluated on-demand by explicit request of the user in order to update box values, this feature makes for reactive outputs of visual program components to propagate notifications of change to downstream-connected components (e.g. after some data modification by the user, change of an input value, reception of an external message, etc. — see Figure 5). This notification ultimately triggers an update request for specific values, which automatically executes the corresponding part of the visual program [12].

Figure 5. A reactive visual program. Red-highlighted patch cords and input/outputs are reactive: they propagate update notifications downwards in the patch, leading to the evaluation and update of the corresponding boxes.

On the example of Figure 5, reactive computations update a set of interpolated curves. They can be triggered upon reception of an OSC message [13] containing some curve description data via the osc-receive box, or upon activation by the user of the vertical slider component at the right, which determines the number of interpolation steps.

This new and optional mode of execution somehow reminds of interactive/data-driven multimedia environments such as Max [14]; however, visual programs are still “demand-driven” (only notifications flow downstream in the functional graph) and the overall computation model is preserved: no such thing as periodic audio callbacks or “hard” real-time reactions to events is intended — this is generally not compatible, nor desired in compositional processes and computer-aided composition software.

Communication, control and transfer of data with external systems is enabled through the easy instantiation of active sender/receiver threads. A native OSC support based on CNMAT’s odot library [15] facilitates the handling of OSC-formatted data and the development of advanced cooperative scenarios with external multimedia frameworks [16].
Dynamic scheduling. The environment integrates a new scheduling kernel managing the tasks of computation and musical execution (rendering/playback) in the computer-aided composition framework. A multi-threaded engine running at the core of the system concurrently handles in a same execution context the computation of visual programs, the dispatching of actions corresponding to musical objects being rendered (e.g. calls to the audio system or messages sent via MIDI or OSC), as well as the reactive scheduling of user-defined actions and program computations [10]. Musical objects can therefore encapsulate actions or programs producing other musical structures, integrated on-the-fly on the rendering time flow. As a result, dynamic structures such as the ones studied in the previous sections (e.g. meta-scores containing both objects and programs, or musical objects containing actions triggering arbitrary computations) can seamlessly execute.

On Figure 6, for instance, the box at the top and the three boxes at the end of the sequence are processes (embedded visual programs). Each process computation might turn its container box value into a new object, integrated on-the-fly in the execution flow. It can also modify the future of the sequence by generating new objects or processes, scheduled at a later time. Depending on user’s settings for each box, these processes can be executed either:

- before the rendering of the sequence starts;
- as part of the rendering (i.e. at the time determined by their position in the sequencer);
- as part of the rendering, with some anticipation (as depicts for instance the dashed red segment at the left of the process box in track #4).

5. DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Another important aspect of the environment is its enhanced capacity to manage and process audio resources. Sounds are handled as memory-allocated audio buffers which can be freely transferred and processed in the visual programs — a difference with the current OM versions, which essentially deal with sound files on disk and process them via external calls to command-line tools. Audio rendering is also controlled by the scheduling engine, which has the possibility to dynamically address the audio output, synchronously or asynchronously, with a flexible and adaptive anticipation (from a few milliseconds to seconds to several minutes ahead). The different features described in this paper (reactive programming, dynamic objects manipulation,
scheduling and rendering, ...) are therefore connected to this audio thread, extended and applied to work with audio resources and processing.

In addition to existing DSP libraries (OM-SUPERVP, OMPM2...) that have been ported to the new environment, dynamic connections have been established with several audio frameworks and libraries. DSP features were developed for instance through connections with graphical controllers and DSP tools provided by the IRCAM Spat library [17] for panning, spatial audio rendering, and other audio processors like filters, reverb, etc. Audio processors are controlled using OSC-formatted data structures (bundles) and associated to graphical interfaces capable of producing this data. The corresponding DSP objects in O7 are TIMED-SEQUENCES, internally considered as sequences of such OSC control bundles and linked to the audio processing and graphical controller components. They allow to drive the signal processing “in-time” via periodic calls and updates to these external components, either in an offline context (generating sound files and buffers), or as part of a rendering process (typically for real-time audio playback). SPAT-SCENE [18] is one of these DSP objects, providing a mixed offline/dynamic control over spatial sound scenes representation and synthesis (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. SPAT-SCENE: interface to Spat controllers and audio processing.

Figure 8 is another example of DSP using the IAE library [19] for content- or descriptor-based concatenative and granular synthesis [20]. This audio engine is parametrized by a set of sound sources, which are analyzed at initialization of the IAE box. The analysis produces a set of audio descriptors via the IrcamDescriptors library [21]. The IAE object can then generate sound grains upon requests of descriptor value(s) and/or time regions (see iae-synth-desc, producing a sound buffer on Figure 8). It also acts as a container for larger sequences of such requests (as a sub-class of DATA-STREAM — see the editor window in the lower part of the figure). Requests for sound grains can therefore be performed offline in a deferred-time set-up, or in (soft) real-time, integrating results in the audio playback at execution time — an example of asynchronous connection of the scheduling engine to the audio output thread.

Figure 8. Versatile use of the IAE audio engine for descriptor-based granular synthesis: sound grain generator and container of contents-based granular synthesis requests.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a new implementation of the OpenMusic visual programming language and computer-aided composition environment. The main features we have highlighted in this implementation are:

- An improved and redesigned visual programming framework;
- New modular editors for musical objects, focusing on time structuring and representation;
- A powerful, dynamic computation and scheduling kernel handling musical rendering and program executions;
- A new sequencing environment, merging the main features of the OM maquette with dynamic/real-time interactions and DAW-oriented visualization;
- Flexible and extensible audio framework including connections to external DSP libraries.

We believe these features have the potential to set this project as a landmark in the evolution of computer-aided composition software. Some of them have been used and proved relevant through preliminary experiments and applications, for instance in guided improvisation systems or for the structured/interactive control of sound synthesis processes [10]. A detailed example of compositional application is presented in [22].
Although focusing significant parts of our research on interactive aspects of compositional processes, we also wish to emphasize how this approach differentiates itself from real-time computer music systems. Indeed we position it as complementary to recent "real-time computer-aided composition" projects such as the bach and cage libraries in Max [23], whereas the real-time paradigm structures musical processes extended to the symbolic domain of computer-aided composition. If the performance of current computer systems tends to assimilate the perceptions of deferred-time and real-time — at least from the user’s point of view —, the “deferred-time” approach of computer-aided composition tools, where computation of musical structures is not enslaved to their own execution time, remains for us a fundamental characteristic in the development of formal processes related to music writing.

Finally, the o7 implementation currently includes a subset only of existing OM features and functionalities. For instance, scores or traditional music notation, which are among the most crucial aspects of common computer-aided composition systems and applications, are currently not present in the new environment. For this reason we do not yet consider it a valid/full-featured successor for OpenMusic;\(^5\) in its present state, this software addresses specific applications, and suits specific needs of computer-aided composition users. But work is still in going on: notation in particular (traditional and “extended” music notations) will be one of our main perspective for future developments.
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